
What does the top of the blue surfboard bench (A) look like to you? Waves 

What critter is on the yellow and blue surfboard bench (B) ? Octopus 

Which is your favorite critter on the blue and white surfboard bench (C) ? The Surf Nye Beach bench (D) has three 
critters inlayed into the top. What are they? 2 sealions and a shark 

This same bench has some 3-d critters in green glass, how many do you see? How many can you name? Scallop, fish, 
sea star, anemone, shrimp, skulls, fish bones, crab, urchin, cuttlefish 

Bench E has critters that live in the sea. Bench F is critters that live on land. Which critter is on both? Turtle 

Bench H is does not have critters on it like the other 3 tile benches. What other piece does it remind you of? Wall 
Mosaic 16 

Bench K has something different than the others. What is it? (it is part of the bench, not a plaque ) There are carving 
on both sides, the front says Nye Beach, the back has the octopus and sea stars. 

What is the name of the bungalow where you can sit on Bench T? Seaweed 

The cement benches have four different back rests. What are they? Label the legend with your answers. Then count 
how many of each there are.  

Answers 

Octopus and Sea Stars 

Nye Beach 

Octopus and Sea Stars 

Nye Beach 

Octopus and Sea Stars 

Nye Beach 

Octopus and Sea Stars 

Octopus and Sea Stars 

Mosaic of person on roof looking at boats 

Nye Beach 

Octopus and Sea Stars 

Blank 

Octopus and Sea Stars 

Nye Beach 



Find three sculptures made from large pieces of wood that washed up on shore. 1, 2 and 6 

This sculpture looks like it was made from an animal, but it is not. Name the animal. 4 A whale 

Where are two sculptures made from rusty metal? 3 and 10 

Where would find two children playing night and day? 9 

One of the murals has the date Newport was established. What’s the date? 1882 

Take a walk from the Sundial (5) down to the beach. How many benches are along the way? 22 

What day of the year does the Sundial cast a shadow down the wall? April 30 

This Mama Turtle (7) sculpture has lots of friends. How many small turtles are there?  7 

What other critter friends does the Mama turtle (7) have? Fish, crab, jellyfish, seahorse, sea star and sand dollar 

Find the sculpture with an octopus carved into it. 6 

The poem “Two Things” inspired this sculpture? 1 

Pose like sculpture 12 and take a picture. Flying 

In the group of  5 canvas banners (13) which animal is on two banners? Fish 

Find the  mural that was once a banner hanging from a lamp post in Nye Beach. 15 

What does the mosaic panel (16) look like to you? Sunset 

Post a selfie of your and your favorite art piece  

tagging us and using the #VACScavengerHunt  

on Facebook (@NewportVisualArts)  

or Instagram (@NewportVAC).  

You will be to be entered in a drawing for art supplies 


